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Many proposals to embedd the standard model of partile physis into a more general,uni�ed framework predit a number of new very light partiles whih are very weaklyoupled to ordinary matter. Typially, suh light partiles arise if there is a global on-tinuous symmetry that is spontaneously broken in the vauum { a notable example beingthe axion [1,2℄, a pseudosalar partile arising from the breaking of a U(1) Peei-Quinnsymmetry [3℄ introdued to explain the absene of CP violation in strong interations.Other examples of light spin-zero bosons beyond the standard model are familons [4℄,Majorons [5,6℄, the dilaton, and moduli, to name just a few. We will all them axion-likepartiles, ALPs, in the following.At low energies, the oupling of suh an ALP, whose orresponding quantum �eld wedenote by �, to photons is desribed by an e�etive Lagrangian,L = �14F��F �� + 12������� 12m2��2 � 14g�F�� ~F �� ; (1)where F�� ( ~F��) is the (dual) eletromagneti �eld strength tensor1 and m� is the massof the ALP. Correspondingly, in the presene of an external magneti �eld, a photon ofenergy ! may osillate into an ALP of small mass m� < !, and vie versa [9, 10℄.
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Figure 1: Shemati view of ALP prodution through photon onversion in a magneti�eld (left), subsequent travel through an optial barrier, and �nal detetion throughphoton regeneration (right).The exploitation of this mehanism is the basi idea behind ALP-photon regeneration {sometimes also alled \light shining through a wall" { experiments [11{13℄ (f. Fig. 1).Namely, if a beam of photons is shone aross a magneti �eld, a fration of these photonswill turn into ALPs. This ALP beam ould then propagate freely through an optial bar-rier without being absorbed, and �nally another magneti �eld loated on the other sideof the wall ould transform some of these ALPs into photons { apparently regeneratingthese photons out of nothing.A pioneering experiment of this type was arried out in Brookhaven by the Brookhaven-Fermilab-Rohester-Trieste (BFRT) ollaboration, using two prototype magnets for theColliding Beam Aelerator [14,15℄. Presently, there are worldwide several seond gener-ation ALP-photon regeneration experiments under onstrution or serious onsideration(f. Table 1; for a review, see Refs. [21, 22℄). These e�orts are partially motivated by1The e�etive Lagrangian (1) applies for a pseudosalar ALP, i.e. a spin-zero boson with negativeparity. In the ase of a salar ALP, the F�� ~F�� in Eq. (1) is replaed by F��F�� . For the more generalase where � eases to be an eigenstate of parity [7℄, see Ref. [8℄.2



Table 1: Experimental parameters of upoming photon regeneration experiments: mag-neti �elds Bi and their length `i on prodution (i = 1) and regeneration (i = 2) side (f.Fig. 1). Name Laboratory Magnets LaserALPS [16℄ DESY/D B1 = B2 = 5 T`1 = `2 = 4:21 m ! = 2:34 eVBMV [17℄ LULI/F B1 = B2 = 11 T`1 = `2 = 0:25 m ! = 1:17 eVLIPSS [18℄ Jlab/USA B1 = B2 = 1:7 T`1 = `2 = 1 m ! = 1:17 eVOSQAR [19℄ CERN/CH B1 = B2 = 11 T`1 = `2 = 7 m ! = 1:17 eVB1 = 5 TPVLAS [20℄ Legnaro/I `1 = 1 m ! = 1:17 eVB2 = 2:2 T`2 = 0:5 mthe report from the PVLAS ollaboration of evidene for a non-zero apparent rotation ofthe polarization plane of a laser beam after passage through a magneti �eld [23℄. Whilethe size of the observed e�et greatly exeeds the expetations from quantum eletro-dynamis [24{26℄, it is ompatible with the expetations [27℄ arising in the ontext of aphoton-ALP osillation hypothesis. Indeed, the rotation observed by PVLAS an be re-oniled with the non-observation of a signal by BFRT, if there exists an ALP with a massm� � meV and a oupling g � 10�6 GeV�1 [28℄. Although these parameter values seemto be in serious onit with bounds oming from astrophysial onsiderations, there arevarious ways to evade them [29{35℄. Therefore, it is extremely important to hek theALP interpretation of PVLAS by purely laboratory experiments [32℄. Moreover, it wouldbe nie if in this way one might ultimately extend the laboratory searh for ALPS topreviously unexplored parameter values (see also Ref. [42℄). In this letter, we proposea method to extend the sensitivity of the planned photon-regeneration experiments tohigher ALP masses.Let us start with an outline of the alulation of the photon! ALP onversion probabilityP!�, to lowest order in the oupling g. As emphasized in Ref. [13℄, this alulationamounts to solving the lassial �eld equations following from Eq. (1),��F �� = g�� �� ~F ��� ; ����� +m2��� = g ~E � ~B ; (2)to lowest order in gB`, where ` is the linear dimension assoiated with the extent of themagneti �eld2. This an be done by negleting the modi�ation of the eletromagneti�eld due to the presene of the pseudosalar �eld (through the right hand side of the �rst2In the ase of a salar ALP, the term ~E � ~B in Eqs. (2), (3), and (4) is replaed by 12 ( ~E2 � ~B2).3



Figure 2: Two photon oupling g of the (pseudo-)salar versus its mass m�. Iso-ontourof the regeneration probability P!�! = P!�P�!, for the parameters of the ALPSexperiment, i.e. magneti �elds B1 = B2 = 5 T, over a length `1 = `2 = 4:21 m, exploitinga green (� = 532 nm) photon beam, orresponding to ! = 2:34 eV, in vauum. Alsoshown in red are the 5 sigma allowed regions [28℄ from PVLAS data on rotation [23℄ plusBFRT data on rotation, elliptiity, and regeneration [15℄ plus Q&A data on rotation [38℄.equation above). Solving for � in the seond equation yields [9, 13℄�(�)(~x; t) = e�i!t Z d3x0 14� e�ik�j~x�~x0jj~x� ~x0j g ~E(~x0) � ~B(~x0) ; (3)where the energy ! and the modulus of the three-momentum k� are related by k� =q!2 �m2�. This solution simpli�es even more if we speialize to the usual experimentalon�guration of a laser photon beam send along the x-axis with �xed linear polarizationin the z diretion. If the transverse extent of the magneti �eld is muh larger than that ofthe laser beam, the problem is e�etively one-dimensional. In one dimension and takinginto aount only ALPs that propagate into the positive x-diretion, Eq. (3) beomes,�(+)(x; t) = e�i(!t�k�x) ig2k� Z dx0 ~E(x0) � ~B(x0): (4)Inserting in Eq. (4) furthermore the appropriate plane wave form ~E0(~x; t) = ~ezE0ei!(x�t)for the eletri �eld of the laser beam and assuming, as realized in all the proposedexperiments, a magneti �eld with �xed diretion along the z-axis and possibly variable(as a funtion of x) magnitude, ~B0(~x) = ~ezB0(x), one ends up with the solution3�(�)(~x; t) = ig2k�E0 e�i(!t�k�x) Z dx0 eiqx0B0(x0) ; (5)3The solution (5) applies also in the ase of a salar ALP, if the magneti �eld diretion is hosen topoint into the y diretion, ~B0(~x) = ~eyB0(x) (or, alternatively, if the polarization of the laser is hosento point in the y diretion). 4



where q = k � k� = ! �q!2 �m2� � m2�2! (6)is the momentum transfer to the magneti �eld, i.e. the modulus of the momentumdi�erene between the photon and the ALP. The probability that a photon onverts intoan axion-like partile and vie versa an be read o� from Eq. (5) and reads [9, 13℄P!� = P�! = 14 !k� g2 ����Z dx0 eiqx0 B0(x0)����2 ; (7)whih redues, for a onstant magneti �eld, B0(x0) = onst, of linear extension `, toP!� � g2B20 sin2 (q`=2) =q2 : (8)Clearly, in the experimental setup onsidered, the maximum onversion probability,P!� � g2B20`2, is attained at small momentum transfer, q = m2�=(2!) � 1, orre-sponding to a small ALP mass. For this mass range, the best limits are obtained in astraightforward manner by exploiting strong and long dipole magnets, as they are usedfor storage rings suh as HERA [36℄ or LHC [37℄, f. the experiments ALPS [16℄ andOSQAR [19℄, respetively (see Table 1). However, for larger masses, the sensitivity ofthis setup rapidly diminishes.We illustrate this in Fig. 2, whih displays an iso-ontour of the light shining through awall probability in the g-m� plane, exploiting the experimental parameters of the ALPSexperiment [16℄. Clearly, for this setup, the parameter region in g vs. m� suggested bythe ombination of BFRT plus Q&A exlusion and PVLAS evidene an not be probed.This is even more dramati for the OSQAR experiment, whih exploits an LHC magnet.Moreover, inreasing the refration index by �lling in bu�er gas does not help sine itworks in the wrong diretion (ontrary to the laim4 in the ALPS letter of intent [16℄).A simple possibility to probe the meV region5 in the ALPS setup is to redue the e�etivelength of the magneti �eld region both on the prodution and detetion side of themagnet by shortening the beam pipe on both sides. As an be seen in Fig. 3, thispossibility enables to extend the mass region probed by the experiment, however at theexpense of sensitivity: one looses about one order of magnitude in the light shiningthrough a wall probability.Another idea to extend the sensitivity towards larger ALP masses was introdued inRef. [13℄. There, it was shown that a segmentation of the magneti �eld into regions4In a refrative medium, the laser beam has a phase veloity 1=n � v � !=k . The momentumtransfer (6) reads then q = n! �q!2 �m2� � m2�2! + (n� 1)!. The seond term in this expression hasthe opposite sign as the orresponding term in Ref. [16℄. Correspondingly, one would need a bu�er gaswith refration index less than unity, i.e. a plasma, in order to derease q (and thereby maximize theonversion probability (8)) rather than to inrease it. A.R. would like to thank Aaron Chou for pointingout the orret sign.5Another possibility to probe larger ALP masses even with a long magnet would be to exploit VUVor X-ray free-eletron laser beams [39{41℄. However, at the moment onventional lasers seem to o�erbetter prospets (see also Ref. [42℄) 5



Figure 3: Iso-ontour of the regeneration probability, as in Fig. 2, but with reduedlengths of the magneti �eld region. Note, that the regeneration probability is reduedby a fator of 10.of alternating polarity gives a form fator R dx0 exp(iqx0)B0(x0) that peaks at a nonzerovalue of q, thereby giving sensitivity to higher-mass pseudosalars. In fat, the onversionprobability (7) reads [13, 43℄, in a magnet with N segments of alternating �eld diretion(but the same magnitude B0),P!� � g2B20 sin2 (qd=2)q2 ����� NXk=1(�1)k expfi(2k � 1)qd=2g�����2 (9)= g2B20q2 � sin2 (q`=2) tan2 (q`=(2N)) for N evenos2 (q`=2) tan2 (q`=(2N)) for N odd ;where d = `=N is the length of eah of the N segments. For N > 1, this indeed gives riseto more sensitivity at non-zero values of q.In this letter, we will introdue a similar, but more pratial possibility based on the useof phase shift plates. The idea is very simple. From our starting point, Eq. (4), we ansee that what ounts is atually ~E(x0) � ~B(x0). The on�guration based on N alternatingmagneti �elds is therefore equivalent to a on�guration with non-alternating magneti�eld, however with N � 1 retardation plates with phase shift � (\�=2" plates) invertingthe sign of the eletri �eld, plaed equidistantly over the length ` of the magnet. In thisase we have alternating signs of os �, where � is the angle between ~E and ~B, insteadof alternating signs of the magneti �eld. But both ases have an idential pro�le of~E(x0) � ~B(x0). In Fig. 4, we show that with a proper hoie of the number and positionsof suh phase shifters, ALPS should easily over the region of parameter spae suggestedby PVLAS + BFRT + Q&A. The same applies for OSQAR.Let us now get a more intuitive understanding of how this works and see how we an doeven better. The ruial part in Eq. (5) is the integralf(q) = Z dx0eiqx0B0(x0): (10)6



Figure 4: Iso-ontour of the regeneration probability, as in Fig. 2. Here, we used onephase shift (\�=2") plate eah in the middle of the generation and the regeneration sides.For a onstant magneti �eld of length ` the osillating fator eiqx0 suppresses the integralompared to the massless ase with q = 0, where the integral is simplyjf(q)j < jf(0)j = ����Z `0 dx0B0���� = B0`; for B0(x) = onstant: (11)This suppression arises beause oherent prodution of ALPs works only if the ALP andthe photon are in phase. The fator eiqx0 aounts for the phase di�erene between ALPand photon.To improve the situation one would want to bring photon and ALP bak into phase witheah other. This an be ahieved in a simple way by the introdution of phase shift plates.A simpli�ed piture of the phase orretion proess is given in Fig. 5. At the beginning,photon (red) and ALP (blak) are in phase. However, due to its mass, the ALP has aslightly larger wavelength than the photon. After a few osillations photon and ALP aremore and more out of phase. Then we insert the phase shift plate (turquoise). Withrefrative indies n > 1 we annot make the wavelength larger. So it is not possible to\delay" the photon until the ALP has aught up. What we an do, however, is to is toinrease the phase di�erene between ALP and photon suh that it is exatly 2� (thephoton does an extra wiggle in Fig. 5.). Now, a phase shift of 2� is exatly equivalent toa phase shift of 0. Photon and ALP are in phase again. Therefore, we an keep photonand ALP in phase over quite long distanes simply by inserting a suitable phase shiftplate whenever the phase di�erene beomes too large, and we get oherent produtionover the whole length of the magnet.Let us now understand more quantitatively how this works. To derive Eqs. (5) and(10) we have assumed that the photon is a plane wave. Therefore, we an identifyqx0 = (k � k�)x0 as the phase di�erene between the photon wave and the ALP wave atthe point x0. In general we should write (f. Eq. (4))f(q) = Z dx0ei('(x0)�'�(x0))B0(x0) ; (12)7
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Figure 5: Illustration of the e�et of a properly hosen and plaed phase shift plate onthe phase relation between photon and ALP (this simpli�ed piture shows only the phaserelation; the amplitudes of photon and ALP are not orret in this piture). Photon (red)and ALP (blak) start in phase. Due to their di�erent wavelength they are, however,somewhat out of phase after several osillations - say by an amount �. This is orretedby introdution of a phase shift plate that auses the photon to get an extra phase 2���.In other words the plate auses the photon to omplete the extra wiggle.where ';� are the phases of the photon and the ALP �elds, respetively.Let us imagine a situation where we insert N � 1 thin6, non-reetive7 plates that a-elerate the photon phase by � at equidistant plaes s`=N = s�x, s = 1 : : : N � 1, in aonstant magneti �eld of length `. The plates a�et only the photon. The ALP phaseremains una�eted. Therefore, we have,'(x) = kx + s� for s�x < x � (s + 1)�x; �x = Ǹ ; (13)'�(x) = k�x:Inserting this into Eq. (12), we �ndf(q) = B0 N�1Xs�0 Z (s+1)�xs�x dx0ei(qx0+s�) = B0e i2 (q`+(N�1)�) 2i sin � q�x2 �q sin �N2 (q�x + �)�sin �12(q�x + �)� :(14)6One might ask what happens to the photon-ALP system inside the material of the plate. One anhek (f., e.g., Ref. [10℄) that for suÆiently large refrative index of the material, n� 1 � m2�=(2!2),the mixing between photon and ALP is e�etively swithed o� ompared to the mixing in vauum.Photon and ALP simply propagate through the plate without hanging their amplitudes (the phaseshange, of ourse). In other words, the thikness of the plates has to be subtrated from the total lengthof the prodution or regeneration region. That is why we require thin plates. For pratial purposes,this is a rather mild onstraint. For n � 1 � 0:1, the thikness of the plates required for a phase shiftof the order of 2� is only d � 10� � 10�m, whih is tiny ompared to the typial lengths of theprodution/regeneration regions whih are of the order of a few m.7Reeted photons are e�etively lost. 8



Figure 6: Iso-ontours of the regeneration probability, as in Fig. 2. In the left �gure, wehave used no phase orretion (red), one plate with � = � (green), and one plate withthe optimal hoie of � aording to Eq. (16) for m� = 1:2meV (blue). The blak urveis for 20 plates with the optimal hoie of �. In the right �gure, we have the same butwith 3 plates for the green and blue urves.We an now hoose the number of plates N and the phase shift � aording to the reipedesribed above. First we hoose N large enough suh that12q�x� 1 (15)And then we hoose � suh that the phase di�erene that has aumulated over �x is\ompleted" to 2�, � = 2� � 12q�x: (16)Evaluating Eq. (14) in the limit N(q�x + �)=2! 0 one �ndsjf(q)j = B0�xN = B0`: (17)And we have oherent prodution over the whole length `.The potential of this approah is demonstrated in Fig. 6 for the example of the ALPS ex-periment. In the optimized mass region we get more than ten times as many regeneratedphotons as we would get if the length of the magnet is redued as in Fig. 3.Another pratial advantage of this method is that we an san through a whole massrange. Performing several measurements with di�erent phase shift plates we an alwayshoose for eah q, i.e. for eah m�, plates with an appropriate � suh that it is loseenough to its optimal value (16), 12 jq(m�)`�N�j � 1: (18)For an in�nite number of plates this would allow to extend the mass range all the way tothe frequeny ! of the photons8. In pratie, we an insert only a �nite number of phase8Above the photon frequeny, ALP prodution is energetially forbidden and q beomes imaginary.9



Figure 7: Iso-ontours of the regeneration probability, as in Fig. 2. This �gure demon-strates the potential for sanning through a whole range of masses by hoosing the right� for eah m�. The red urve is the sensitivity without phase orretion. The blakurve is obtained by using three plates but sanning through a whole range of �. In otherwords to obtain this urve one would insert the plates. Measure. Change the plates to aslightly di�erent value of � and measure again. This is repeated for all values of � in therange [0; 2�℄.shift plates and Eq. (18) annot be ful�lled for too large masses. But, already a smallnumber of plates leads to a remarkable inrease of the sensitivity for higher masses, aswe an see from Fig. 7.In summary: So alled \light shining through a wall" experiments are a promising toolto searh for light partiles oupled to photons. In this note we have shown how thereah of suh an experiment an be extended towards larger masses by inserting properlyhosen phase shift plates. Although our expliit disussion is for the ase of spin-0 axion-like partiles the method works in general for partiles exhibiting photon-partile-photonosillations.AknowledgmentsWe would like to thank Giovanni Cantatore, Aaron Chou, Marin Karuza, Axel Lindner,Giuseppe Ruoso, Pierre Sikivie, and Karl van Bibber for interesting disussions.Referenes[1℄ S. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. Lett. 40 (1978) 223.[2℄ F. Wilzek, Phys. Rev. Lett. 40 (1978) 279.[3℄ R. D. Peei and H. R. Quinn, Phys. Rev. Lett. 38 (1977) 1440.10
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